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Parents Outraged Over “Suicide Education” at School
From FreedomProject Media:

Parents at Norton Middle School in Ohio
expressed outrage and serious concerns
after learning that their children were
exposed to a highly controversial “suicide
education” program blasted as
“indoctrination.” Students were also forced
to answer sensitive questionnaires about
their mental health, compounding the
parental fury.

The program, known as “Signs of Suicide” (SOS), is being used in government schools across America.
Supposedly aimed at preventing suicide and helping children access “mental health” services, critics
have warned that it is dubious indoctrination, at best. In some cases, critics have warned that such
programs can normalize suicide or even push children over the edge.

Perhaps even more troubling is that this “suicide” program was foisted on students without even
securing explicit parental consent. Instead, school officials allowed parents to sign a form to opt out if
“you wish your child to not participate in the curriculum.” But according to parents, the school even
told children they did not need to take home the note.

Parents also told The Newman Report that the only reason the school even allowed opt outs this time
was due to the massive opposition expressed last year. And the students who did opt out were
segregated from everyone and made to feel guilty for allegedly not being “sufficiently concerned” about
preventing suicide.

In an e-mailed notice sent by the school district that literally misspelled the name of the district, calling
it a “Distict,” officials told parents that they were implementing the “Signs of Suicide” curriculum for
middle-school and high-school students. But there was very little detail on the nature of the program,
much less the data gathered on the children.

After the program was over, sources told The Newman Report that several children were called into the
office to discuss the results of their mental-health “evaluation.” Practically everybody in school knew
why the students were being summoned — it was because their evaluation reports caused concerns.
Parents called that highly inappropriate.

Some of the literature used in the program also sparked suspicions. For instance, students were told
that everything from expressing serious emotional pain and talking about feeling hopeless to giving
away possessions or becoming calm after being depressed could be a warning sign that should be
“responded to immediately.”

To determine whether children were struggling with depression, the literature mentioned a number of
possible signs, including feeling sad more often than not, sleeping or eating more or less than usual,
withdrawing from others, being reckless, performing poorly at school, and other “symptoms” that
critics said are mostly just a normal part of growing up.

Robert Carnahan, whose 12-year-old child was subjected to the scheme, told The Newman Report that
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the lessons conflict with his personal beliefs. “I’m not Catholic but, I have always taught my children
that suicide is a mortal sin, period,” he said, calling it “the worst thing one could do to their friends and
family.”

To read the rest of the article, click here.
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